Introduction
The positive space charge is produced by corona near the ground surface when the electric field is intense as it often is under thunderclouds [Livingston and Krider (1978) , Standler and; Winn (1979) , Chauzy and Raizonville (1980) , Winn et al. (1981) ]. Standler and Winn (1979) reported that the rate of ions production by corona is a rapidly increasing function of the ambient electric field at the ground surface, and an estimated threshold value of electric field at the ground surface to initiate corona is about 5KVm-1.
Several investigators [Schonland (1928) , Wormell (1930) , Grenet (1947) , Malan and Schonland (1951) , Vonnegut (1955 Vonnegut ( , 1965 , Wilson (1956) , Livingston and Krider (1978) ] postulated that ions produced by corona at the ground surface are transported to the thunderclouds by updrafts which affect their electrification processes. The experiments conducted by Vonnegut et al. (1962) showed that space charge released near the ground surface is readily carried by updraft into the upper portion of thundercloud and charge of the opposite sign (screening charge) was descending around the outer portion of the thundercloud with downdraft. It was stated that same process will take place in thundercloud and much large flux of the space charge produced by corona from elevated objects at ground would eventually be carried by updraft into the thundercloud.
Here it would supplement other sources of positive space charge and help to maintain and intensity the electrification of the mature thundercloud.
Moreover, Moore and Vonnegut (1977) citing the work of various investigators concluded that most convective clouds are usually most active electrically. Moore et al. (1980) also postulated that the positive space charge produced by corona is transported by updraft to the upper regions of the cloud where it enhances the intensity of positive charge. This causes a greater negative current toward the cloud base. This process continues with positive feedback. Recently, Vonnegut (1983) again suggested that sources of space charge other than corona such as falling precipitation may play the primary role in early stage of the convective electrification, but space charge produced by corona at the ground could become important later on. This corona space charge is responsible to influence the electrical processes occurring in the thunderclouds.
A time dependent model for growth rates of electric field inside the thundercloud and at the ground surface due to a thundercloud of finite dimensions with spatial inhomogeneous electric charge distribution within it, has been developed by Mathpal and Varshneya (1983) . This model concludes that electric field on the ground surface depends upon electric field inside the thundercloud.
Due to intense ground electric field corona space charge is produced on the ground surface which is transported to the cloud by updraft. However, their model consists of the contribution by screening space charge in electrification of thundercloud but the model does not incorporate the effect of positive corona space charge on the electric field inside the thundercloud. Thus, in this study, a general formulation incorporating above features as well as comprehensive account of corona space charge from lower side of thundercloud, is presented. The results show that the corona space charge enhances the maximum intensity of electric field inside the thundercloud in its mature stage.
Mathematical analysis
Following earlier investigators [Illingworth et al. (1977) , Mathpal and Varshneya (1983) ] we assume that the cloud has a cylinderical shape of radius D and has a vertical charge distribution within it. Figure 1 shows the dimensions of thundercloud where the origin of the coordinate system lies at its centre.
One may express vertical charge distribution *(rp') within thundercloud in the form [Mathpal and Varshneya (1983) ] eq. (1) represents the predominance of positive charge in the upper part, and that of negative charge in the lower part of thundercloud, as usually observed. In the intervening space the charge is linearly varying with height.
The electric field inside the thundercloud, Ei n (considering point P inside the cloud, Fig.  1 ) and the electric field at any point on the ground Eout, following Mathpal and Varshneya (1983) and including leakage current due to conduction and point discharge [Mason (1972) , Ziv and Levin (1974) where Jin(t) is the current density inside the thundercloud at instant t and is given by and i(t) is the leakage current density at instant t which is given by where * is the mobility of positive ions. Substituting obtained value of n in eq. (6) we get
The parameters used here are explained in Appendix. Standler and Winn (1979) , Chauzy and Raizonville (1980) , Winn et al. (1981) reported space charge density, 1 nCm-3, 2-4 nCm-3 and 1.7 nCm-3, respectively near the ground surface. Standler and Winn (1979) also established the following relation between corona current density, Jcr(t) and ambient electric field Eout(t), at the ground :
where, E0 is the minimum value of the electric field at the ground to initiate corona, C is a function of the number of discharging objects per unit horizontal area. For a generalized case, the magnitude of estimated value of E0 and C are 5KVm-1 and 2.0*10-20AmV-3 respectively [Standler and Winn (1979) ]. Vonnegut et al. (1962) conducted an experiment and suggested an updraft of several meter per second to carry corona space charge from ground to cloud. Considering updraft velocity U, the positive corona space charge density, Js, entering into upper positive region of thundercloud will be given by Further, putting U in terms of Z and is from ea. (6a), we obtain
Eq. (8) shows that corona space charge can affect growth rate of electric field inside the thundercloud only in the mature stage of cloud due to time lag in production and transport of corona space charge.
Considering the contribution of corona space charge in electrification of thundercloud, the equation for the growth rate of electric field inside the thundercloud will be modified as In order to get approximate value of n, we equate equation (6) to the relation provided by Lane-Smith (1972) and Prasad et al. (1976) i.e.
Earlier it has been pointed out by Whipple and Scarse (1936) , and Wormell (1953) that electric field at the ground is superposition of two fields, one from charge in thundercloud and other from space charge near the ground. If, once corona space charge is produced, then it appears like a continuous process. The ions produced by corona are transported to the cloud by updraft and are also produced simultaneously on the ground surface. So, there would be continuous flux of corona space charge flowing towards the cloud which affects electric field growth rate inside the thundercloud after production and transport time lag, while ground electric field in affected instantly by this charge.
Results and Discussion
A computer programme was run to calculate growth rate of electric field inside the thundercloud incorporating the effect of corona space charge.
For this purpose, Runge-kutta Method was used to solve equation (10). Because Equation (10) is Eout and F(t) dependent, therefore, equation (13) and (14) were also solved simultaneously by the same method. Downward directed electric field is considered as positive electric field. To solve these equations numerically we assume initially, when t=0, Eou(t)=Ein(t)=100Vm-1 and F'(t) =0. Generally, in evaluations, we take L= 1.5Km, D=1.25Km, d=0, p0=10mmh-1, *1 =*2=0.25, *=100s, W=4ms-1 [Mathpal and Varshneya (1983) ]. Following Mason (1972 Mason ( , 1973 , Spangler and Rosenkilde (1979) , an average value *=.5 is used in the present calculations.
The results of the calculation of the growth rate of electric field inside the thundercloud incorporating the effect of corona space charge for several sets of involved parameters such as p0, U, W and h are presented in figure 2 h, from the ground. Table  1 the conclusion made by Moore and Vonnegut (1977) that most convective clouds are usually most active electrically.
The results are also shown in Table 1 
